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THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of
East Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long history and a unique
architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in our turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, films and visits. It
produces a Bulletin of its news and of articles of local interest two or three
times a year. In 1969 it produced a Report on the High Street Conservation
Area which was well received as the basis for future policy. It is also
very active in making representations to the local authorities on planning
matters. With the re-organisation of local government its importance as a
watchdog has increased. It has held five exhibitions, published a booklet
of reminiscences and two sets of postcards reproducing old views of the
town, and established a Town Museum in conjunction with the Town Council.
The Society is registered as a charity. It is registered with the Civic
Trust, a member of the Sussex Federation of Amenity Societies and affiliated
to the Sussex Archaeological Society. A copy of its constitution is available
on request.
MEMBERSHIP
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen
to represent public opinion; the larger its membership the greater its
influence. The subscription is 75 new pence a year (additional members
in the same family 25), to be renewed on 1 January every year, except by
those joining at or after the previous A.G.M. Subscriptions, preferably
by banker's order, should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East
Grinstead.
PRESIDENT

G.JOHNSON SMITH, M.P.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
M.J.LEPPARD, M.A. (also Editor of publications)
Chairman
Vice-Chairman C .W. GOOLDEN (also Press Officer)
Hon.Treasurer
A.C.COMBER, A.I.B.
D.G.JOYCE, F.R.I.B.A.
Hon. Secretary
P.A.CAPSTICK (Publicity Officer), B.W.DIVALL, Mrs K.INGWERSEN,
D.G.JEFFERIES (Meetings Secretary), Cr R.E.S.MILLER, V. P. NEWSON, Mrs T.VALLANCE, P.D.WOOD, F.R.I.C.S.
CORRESPONDENCE
All official correspondence should be sent to the appropriate officer,
do Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. Applications for membership and
subscriptions should be sent to the Treasurer, notices of change of
address and queries about subscriptions to the Membership Secretary
(Mrs K.Jefferies), correspondence about the Museum, matter for the
Bulletin and requests for publications to the Chairman, and all other
correspondence to the Honorary Secretary.
PUBLICATIONS
Permission to reproduce anything from this Bulletin should be sought
from the Editor. Unsigned contributions are the work of the Editor and
officers. Opinions in signed articles are not necessarily those of anyone
but their authors.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY

No. 21 May 1977

EDITORTA L
This special issue of the Bulletin is devoted as promised to the Queen's
Silver Jubilee and our celebrations of it. It may appear rather later than
the main celebrations but we hope it will be no less welcome and worth
keeping for that. May it and all our activities and all the public celebrations play their part in strengthening the life and promoting the well-being of
our town and all its people, now and in time to come.
MEETINGS
TEN YEARS OF CHANGE in East Grinstead were illustrated by our member
Mr S.F.Knowles on 1 December, a vivid reminder of buildings lost or altered, enlivened by personal recollections.
MID SUSSEX DISTRICT COUNCIL OFFICERS had their first meeting with the
public in East Grinstead on 3 February at our invitation. There was a useful exchange of information.
GATWICK THREATENS EAST GRINSTEAD was the striking but not exaggerated
title of a public meeting of the Gatwick Area Conservation Campaign held
under our auspices on 25 March, part of G.A.C.C. 's ceaseless task of
keeping alive local understanding, interest and awareness. Having as
speakers its chairman Mr Douglas Morris and our Member of Parliament
guaranteed accurate information and reasonable responses.
LOCAL FARMING, PAST AND PRESENT, our first meeting ever deved to the
subject, produced fascinating first hand accounts from our members Miss
Gwen Broad and Mr Alex Leggat on 13 April. A welcome feature was the
chance, before they spoke, for members, over coffee, to speak to the
Society's officers, buy our publications, renew their subscriptions, see
details of our activities and generally get to know one another.
NEXT MEETINGS: 11 May talk by Mr W.E.Matthews of the Men of Trees,
with details of our projected tree survey, and 25 May launching of town
trail (see pp. 7f.).
THE COMMITTEE met on 8 December, 12 January, 23 February and 6 April.
Next meeting 18 May.
MEMBERSHIP
Membership continues around 300. Our new Membership Secretary
has written to all who were behind with their subscriptions. If they have
not renewed them by now they will not receive this Bulletin.
On leaving East Grinstead at the end of 1976 Mr Frank Knowles generously presented to the Society his local slides (shown on 1 December) and
many cuttings and other papers for the Museum. In recognition of his many
services to the Society since its formation, on its committee and in actively
supporting all its activities, the committee unanimously decided to elect
him our second honorary life member and presented a framed antique map
of Buckinghamshire, his new home.
ACTIVITIES
ANNUAL EXHIBITION: Mr P.D.Wood continues to make preparations, aided
by Mr D.G.Jefferies.
JUBILEE PLANS, MUSEUM: see p.4

PUBLICATIONS: see p.8
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JUBILEE PLANS
Our last Bulletin gave details of our plans for marking the Silver Jubilee.
This special issue contains articles written to accompany some of them.
'Some Royal and National Occasions in East Grinstead' on pp. 5f. supplies a
background to the temporary exhibition mounted under that title in our cabinet
in the entrance hail at East Court throughout May and June. The launching of
the town trail on 25 May is heralded by a review on pp. 7f. A retrospect of
the 25 years appears on p.9.
Preparations for our stand at the Jubilee Exhibition on 4 & 5 June have
been entrusted to Mr D.G.Joyce. The Museum will be open on the Saturday
afternoon and also on the Monday when some of the young friends of the
Museum will be taking part in the pageant procession (in the guise of the
1953 conquerors of Everest) culminating in the celebrations in East Court
grounds.
At our meeting on 13 April members enthusiastically supported, by
their promises of donations, the committee's proposal that we should our selves undertake one of the suggested permanent mementoes of the Jubilee:
the restoration of the Churchyard railings. The scheme, to which, as an
enhancement of the conservation area, Mid Sussex is able to give its
blessing, is welcomed by the Parochial Church Council. Under the supervision of Mr C.W.Goolden preliminary clearance will be undertaken by our
members and local scouts. Messrs Granthams, the well-known craftsmen
at Ashurst Wood, will restore the rails, gates (apart from the lost main
ones) and gateposts and replace missing rails. We shall be responsible
for final painting. The total cost will be some £175, of which the Society
will find the first £25 from funds The rest must come from members and
friends, possibly with some assistance from conservation grants. Donations should be sent to the Society's treasurer, do Barclays Bank.
The committee is still formulating its suggestions for the memento provided from the proceeds of the public celebrations.

MUSEUM NEWS
Regular Wednesday openings continue to be steadily attended and to bring
in welcome extra income (from donations and the sale of publications) to
the Society and to the Museum fund. We are grateful to the small band of
stewards who so willingly undertake the duties that make opening possible.
Several organisations have taken advantage of the chance of private visits
at other times.
Following the current display (details above) our cabinet in the entrance
hall will be occupied during July and August by instruments, maps and
drawings from local firms to illustrate the work of surveyors and valuers
in the past. In September and October it will probably be devoted to some
sort of local bygones and in November and December to the history of
Chequer Mead and Sackville Schools. Anyone able to lend any items for
the latter is asked to contact Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School.
EXHIBITIONS
We apologise for failing to acknowledge in our last issue the valuable
facility to attract extra interest and publicity provided by simultaneous
'colonial exhibitions' at the Public Library and in the window of the Haywards
Heath Building Society. (For our 1977 exhibition see p.3.)
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SOME ROYAL AND NATIONAL OCCASIONS IN EAST GRINSTEAD
by M.J.Leppard
Visits to East Grinstead by King Edward I in 1299 (when he bought 55
gallons of beer from Peter de Hakenden for 4s 7d) and Edward II in 1325 are
recorded as part of their travels with their courts but then we hear of no
other royal visitors until in the late 18thcentury Thomas Palmer obtained a
warrant for his quill pens on the strength of having sold some to a royal
duke en route to Brighton whose horses were being changed at the Dorset
Arms opposite. In 1832 a crowd gathered to see the young Princess
Victoria while her horses were changed at the same place. But it is only
in our lifetime that members of the royal family have come here to fulfill
functions, as when the King and Queen were soon on the scene in July 1944
to inspect flying bomb damage in the town centre. in 1946 the Queen returned to open the American surgical wing at the Hospital and again in 1955
for other extensions and in 1963 for the centenary. Other members have
come for semi-private functions at other institutions.
A photograph of the Queen Mother's 1946 visit and the programme for
that in 1963 are included in the special jubilee exhibition in our cabinet in
the entrance hall at East Court throughout May and June, together with pictures, programmes and souvenirs of other royal and national occasions in
the history of East Grinstead. The earliest item is a notice of the Coronati6ñ dinner to be held at the Crown in 1821 for which tickets (including a
t have
bottle of wine) would cost 12s, about as much as a working man 1:
earned in a week. There is also a unique photograph of the East Grinstead
Rifle Volunteers celebrating the wedding of the Prince of Wales in 1863.
We still have a memento of Queen Victoria's golden jubilee iu 1887: the
drinking fountain in the High Street, now out of repair and unusable, presented to the town by the Rev. C.W. Payne Crawfurd of East Court, a private
resident. It was not long, however, before some objector tarred and feathered it by night. Jubilee Day, 21 June, passed off well, starting at 9.45
with a procession through the town including Sunday School children with
flags and banners, public bodies, police, volunteers, the Volunteer and Town
Bands and the fire brigade on its new engine. After a church service the
fountain was handed over to the Local Board, a few de joie was fired and the
clubs had a public dinner at the Crown. In the Chequer Mead behind it there
was a free tea for all children aged between 4 and 14 (1200 of them) followed
by a meat tea for the over 60s, both accompanied by the band. Finally at
10 p.m. there was another procession, culminating in a bonfire on the Playfield. The Railway Company had its own dinner and bonfire on the platforms
of the high level station.
Suggestions for a memorial included a hospital (to replace one closed in
1874), the refoundation of the Grammar School, a cricket ground and an institute. The latter was decided on and a building faced with local stone was
erected in London Road (replaced in 1936 by the shop new Mcllroys) to the
designs of P.B.Chambers, whose drawing of it hangs in our Museum. Unofficially, but to permanent effect, Cemetery Road was renamed Queens
Road by those who lived in it. (Soon afterwards private efforts secured the
hospital and cricket ground.)
Queen Victoria's diamond jubilee in 1897 seems to have raised less enthusiasm and correspondingly smaller funds, so all that was attempted was
an extension to the Institute for the benefit of working men, who had wanted
a club of their own. (Later the appropriately named Queens Hall was erected for the purpose.) Mr Payne Crawfurd suggested buying the land now
occupied by Fairfield Road for a park, so preserving a splended view of the
Forest but nothing was done.

The death of Queen Victoria in 1901 was marked by new buildings for the hospital, to which her name was now attached. No details have yet been traced of
how her son's Coronation was celebrated (beyond the naming of Coronation Road
at Sunnyside), nor her grandson's in 1911, though we have several photographs
of the decorations for it, one of them included in our second series of postcards.
For King George V's silver jubilee in 1935 the proceeds of the local celebrations, about £300, were used to provide ornamental gates and brick piers for the
field, named after the King, recently compulsorily acquired by the U.D.C. to be
laid out as a sports field with the aid of a grant from the National Playing Fields
Association. It took some 20 years to get the gates up, and now (as is all too
well known) they are down again and in no hurry to return. Both the jubilee and
George VI's coronation in 1937 were celebrated with the usual processions, eating and outdoor entertainments. Our exhibition includes a picture of the scouts'
gymnastic display in honour of the latter and one of the spoons, bearing the King's
head and engraved 'East Grinstead' in the bowl, given to local children as a souvenir.
The end of the first world war had brought grand plans for a local war and
antiquarian museum but funds never ran to more than the memorial which now
stands in the High Street. The end of the second world war was marked by the
acquisition of East Court for the town (see Bulletin 8, p.9) and grandiose plans,
entrusted to Louis Osman, for its development, but again funds did not permit.
The usual processions, church services and bonfires were held, of course, and
homelier celebrations like the street party of which there is a photograph in our
exhibition, reproduced on p.10 of this Bulletin.
For the coronation of the present Queen in 1953 the children received a pocket
New Testament, one of which is also on show, together with the programme of
celebrations and souvenirs given at a street party in Knole Grove. Memorials
seem to have been confined to seats and trees (some of which never materialised) and the naming of a road on the new Blackwell Farm Estate.
Readers can probably recognise several omissions from this scrappy survey.
I shall be glad to hear of them, however trifling, and any pictures or objects,
especially if they could be spared for the Museum. For the record, this article has been largely compiled from W.H -Hills ' History of East Grinstead (1906),
E.W.Young's Pageant of East Grinstead High Street (1936), old parish magazines
and newspaper cuttings of various dates.

The scouts' gymnastic display
at Mount Noddy,
May 1937.
Other pictures
on p.10.
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THE TOWN TRAIL
As one of its ways of marking the silver
jubilee this Society has produced a trail covering the town's conservation area. The test,
based on original research (not all published)
by Mr R.T.Mason, Mr R.H.Wood and Mr P.D.
Wood both on buildings and in documents, is the
work of Mr P.D.Wood. Mr D.G.Jefferies and
Mr D.G-Joyce produced the illustrations. The
trail is on sale at 10 n. p. at the Museum, the
Corner House and (by post, postage extra) from
the treasurer.
A REVIEW by Miss R.M.Willatts
At last East Grinstead has a town trail (in reality a High Street trail, a
simple illustrated guide to the points of interest encountered in a walk around
the High Street. The format is a folded sheet (11*" x 16-") printed on both sides,
so that two trails would make an excellent wall chart. It is prefaced by an informative historical note on the development and planning of a unique mediaeval sur vival, the High Street. The trail, a numbered sequence of points of interest,
follows the street from west to east, deviating through the churchyard from where
the rear of the assortment of High Street buildings presents a more fascinating
and revealing view than that from the High Street itself. On reaching Sackville
College it returns on the opposite side of the street towards the Ship public house.
The text is enlivened by line illustrations of various buildings. How many
people have ever paused to look at the comfortable, self-assured National Westminster Bank (above), a Victorian medley of styles and materials skillfully
blended into a pleasing, well-proportioned whole? Subjective comments and the
choice of adjectives (a style reminiscent of Pevsner) render the text delightful.
The cork wall cladding on no. 22-24 is 'an inspired irrelevance'; other buildings
are lavish, stolid or splendidly ornate: and where else in the kingdom could one
find 'a pretty little stone privy'? A prominent feature is the splendid line
drawing of the High Street, a bird's eye view from somewhere high above the
water tower. This serves as a map, with points on the trail numbered and listed,
the advantage of which is that buildings can be identified pictorially. Some more
conventional people might have preferred a map, which is an abstraction of reality, rather than the more interesting pictorial representation. They may also
regret the omission of a compass bearing. This is, however, unnecessary as
the church, which dominates the highest point of the town, is shown: but many
people may not now be able to orientate themselves from it. Perhaps the fact
that the street is aligned east-west along a ridge should have been emphasised
to compensate for any inadequacy in potential readers' sense of direction.
The production of such a trail involves a considered balance between the
cost of production and printing space, between too much information, which would
make the enjoyable pastime of walking the trail burdensome, and too little,
which would fail to satisfy the interest which the trail aims to engender. The
East Grinstead Society has succeeded in achieving a good balance. Its trail
(intended for visitors as well as residents, many of whom are newcomers)
does assume some local knowledge: perhaps we should have been told that the
Payne family, of Cromwell House were ironmasters of the 16th to 18th centuries

and that the martyrs in the churchyard were burnt in the High Street during
the Marian persecutions And who or what is the Venus Callipygas?
The trail is, inevitably, almost wholly historical, but perhaps more emphasis could have been put on the High Street as it is today - unusually and
happily still partly residential - and on attempts to preserve and conserve its
character such as the retention and enhancing of the words LEWES OLD BANK'
on no. 31 and the discreet choice of colours on the wine merchants. No mention is made of the survival of functional gas-lighting in the cycle engineers,
no. 75. Although only dating from the end of last century it is a relic of a
vanished past period, but perhaps being interior fittings (even though perceivable from the street) it is omitted. It is a pity that shop owners too
often fail to number their premises, for with the frequent change of owner or
use numbers are the only practical means of identification.
The trail is admirable. It is a pity that it does not cover more of the
town but that would make it too long and defeat its purpose of expressing the
delights and interests of the heart of the town in a short walk. But it does
given an excellent insight into our High Street that will make no shopping
trip along it ever again a wearisome task: rather it will make us all aware
of our unique heritage and possession that we must succour, conserve and
enhance We look forward to more trails that will make us enjoy and appreci ate other parts of the town.
THE SOCIETY I S PUBLICATIONS
By an unfortunate error one line disappeared from the price list of publications in our last issue. Bulletins 15 (September 1976), 19 (May 1976)
and 20 (November 1976) are available at 15 n.p0 each.
The Society had a stand at the Sussex Local History Conference on 11
December and the Sussex Family History Group's Conference on 12 March,
at both of which our publications sold readily and our work was made known
to a wider area. We are grateful for the invitations to be present.
Our next Buliet.in,for September, will (it is hoped) appear more promptly
than has recently been possible. Several contributions are already in hand.
Any others should be sent. to Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School, as soon as
possible.
NEW BOOKS
SUSSEX INDICTMENTS of the reign of James I is the latest volume in the
Public Record Office s series of Calendars of Assize Records. During that
period (1603-25) all but four of the twice yearly Assizes took place at East
Grinstead so the book is an essential source for an important aspect of our
history as well as a fascinating insight into crime and society throughout
Jacobean Sussex. (H.M.S.O., £11.50)
TOWN GUIDE: A revised, but sadly truncated, edition of the town guide
appeared in October. The original was reviewed in Bulletin 7 (September
1971)
COVER PICTURE: The symbol for the local Jubilee celebrations is reproduced by kind permission of the Jubilee Committee.

EAST GRINSTEAD THEN AND NOW
by M.J.Leppard
In the seven and a half centuries of the history of this town 1952 seems
absurdly recent but as the Jubilee turns our minds back to that year it is the
differences from today that make the greatest impression, even whem memory is checked against contemporary guide books, directories, etc.
The greatest single difference must be the town's size: 10,942 population in 1951, 18,569 in 1971, now easily 20,000, a virtual doubling during the
25 years of the Queen's reign. There was, of course, no sudden upsurge in
the fecundity of the inhabitants, rather an accelerating immigration by those
who could afford to live here and travel up to 30 miles to their work by train
or car. It was shortly after 1952 that Halsford Park was developed as the
first of the private estates to cater for them, soon followed by others till
now the town is ringed by contemporary housing with more in building or to
come. Local authority housing estates had begun thirty years before. By
1952 Stone Quarry had been finished and Blackwell Farm was beginning.
Later the Council led the way in building blocks of flats.
By 1952 also the rebuilding of bombed sites in London Road was finished
but the number of shops today seems hardly greater than then: indeed out
of the town centre it is smaller. Our large supermarkets may offer convenience and choice but it is at the expense of rival grocers and small general stores. We have gained boutiques, a launderette and an Indian and a
Chinese restaurant but we have lost barbers, a sewing machine shop and a
secondhand bookshop. We have also losi a mineral water manufactory, a
brickyard, Stenning 's timber yard, the gasworks and the cattle market.
We have, however, gained two light industrial estates, a theatre and a
threefold choice in our cinema.
The most obvious decline, however, is in the public services. In 1952
the Post Office was open every weekday, including Saturday, from 8.30 to
6.30 and on Sunday from 9 to 10.30. Buses ran all day Sunday and their
weekday frequency was rather more than twice what it is today. Railway
lines ran from the town in four directions, though there were only two trains
on each line on Sunday. Services to London are now more regular and more
frccrit but not much quicker.
The growth of Crawley and development of Gatwick Airport have probably been the biggest changes overshadowing the town, promoting a reduction
of its status which local government reorganisation in 1974 confirmed by
taking all real power to Haywards Heath and Chichester.
Records and recollections of the
's celebrations of the Festival of
Britain in 1951 and the Coronation in 1953 suggest a more self-contained
and coherent community than today's, soon to be under increasing pressure
from the ever faster growing and more transitory population of the succeeding years. Each new estate accordingly asserted a more manageable loyalty with its own residents' association until its people felt sufficiently integrated into the larger unit. By 1968 the process of change had gathered
such momentum, even to the destruction of much of the physical character
of the town, that the need was felt for a means of expressing the civic
pride and self-consciousness of the whole place, conserving the best in it,
improving the rest and influencing its future development: and so the East
Grinstead Society was called into being. Now the preparations for the
Jubilee celebrations suggest that the wider community may not be dead and
that in smaller units the street parties and other events can assert renewed
common life.
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TWO MORE
NATIONAL
OCCASIONS

LEFT: Messrs
Armstrong's
float in the
1935 Jubilee
procession

RIGHT: fancy
dress at St
James's road
area Victory
street party
1945

NEWS AND VIEWS
THE MARGARY PAPERS: In addition to the W.H.Hills MSS mentioned in Bulletin
20 as having been left to the Sussex Archaeological Society by Mr I.D.Margary
should be noted his volume of 313 local postcards, arranged by location and
approximate date, none of them later than 1931 and many of them hitherto unknown to us. 137 illustrate East Grinstead, including a few celebrations and 6
aerial views of 1920. There are 21 of Ashurst Wood and 15 of Brambletye.
Other places include Forest Row (53), Lingfield (31), Dormans Land and Dormans
Park (16), Felbridge (3), Ham merwood, Turners Hill, Hartfield, Crawley Down,
Danehill, Wych Cross, Colemans Hatch, Limpsfield, Oxted, Blindley Heath and
Tandridge. In another album of various places are 3 of Brambletye, 3 of Ashdown Forest, 1 of Colemans Hatch and 6 snapshots of untitled celebrations at
M.J.L.
Forest Row.
STANDEN: An almost overwhelming response is reported to the public opening.
More volunteer guides are needed. Contact Mrs Motley, Standen Lodge (25680)
if interested.
SHARE OF BOUQUET to Messrs Turner, Rudge and Turner for extending the decorative scheme of the Corner House Restaurant (commended in our last issue) to
their half of the building.

